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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF STATIONARY AND NON-
STATIONARY GAUSSIAN RANDOM PROCESSES*
J()EL N. FRANKLIN
1. Introduction. If r is a random variable, ranging over some measure space,
the collection of fuctions of time x(t) Xr(t) is called a random process. The
process is called Gaussian if, for every fiite collection of times tl < < t,,
the random variables x(t), x(t,,,) have a multivariate Gaussian distribu-
tion. The process is called stationary if, for any fixed increment At, the random
variables x(t At) have the same joit distributio as the random variables
x(,).
A linear transformatio of a Gaussian random process is another Gaussian
random process. The theory of linear transformations of Gaussian random proc-
esses is very well developed; see, for example, Doob Ill. But there is not an equally
good theory for uonliear transformations. For example, if x(t) is a Gaussian
random process with mean zero and given autocorrelation, as defined in 2,
there is no known forrula for the distribution or for the autocorrelation of the
random process y(t) defined by an equation N[y(t)] x(t), where N is a given
nonlinear differential operator. The best available way to study the process
y(t) is to compute samples of it. First we need a method for computing numerical
samples of the Gaussiaa process x(t) with given autocorrelation. If each com-
puted sample of x(t) is bounded and smooth, as it should be if its given auto-
correlation is bounded, the samples of y(t) may be computed from the differen-
tial equation N[y(t)] x(t) by any standard numerical technique, such as
Adams’ method or the Runge-Kutta method; see Hildebrand [2].
The purpose of this paper is to present numerical methods for the computation
of samples of a Gaussian random process x(t) with prescribed autocorrelation
or power spectral density.
2. Gaussian processes and linear filters. In this section we shall summarize
the results which we shall need from the theory of linear transformations of
Gaussian processes. Throughout the paper we shall assume that Ex(t) 0,
where E denotes the expected value operator.
The autocorrelation function is defined as
(2.1) R(tl t) E(x(t,)x(t.) ).
If x(t) is a stationary process, we write
(2.2) R(r) E(x(t)x(t )).
For stationary processes, we also define the power spectral density"
(2.3) S(o)= I R(r)e- dr.
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In texts such as Davenport and Root [3] it is shown that S() d may be thought
of as the average contribution of the frequency interval d to the power of a
sample function x(t). Since, in general, the Fourier transform (2.3) can be in-
verted, a knowledge of the power spectral density S() is equivalent to a knowl-
edge of the autocorrelation R(r). As it is stressed by Blackman and Tukey [4],
it is usually more natural to work with S().
A linear processor with time-invariant elements may be described mathe-
matically as a linear transformation
(2.4) x(t) g(t s)w(s) ds.
This transformation produces an output x(t) depending on the input process
w(s) for times s _-< t. Setting w equal to the Dirac delta function, we see that
g(t) is the response of the filter to a delta function input. Thus, g(t) 0 for
< 0. As it is shown in [3], the power spectral densities S() and S,(o) of the
input and output are related by the equation
(2.5)
where e’tG() is the response of the filter to the input et; equivalently, G()
is the Fourier transform of g(t).
Formula (2.5) suggests a method for creating a signal x with prescribed
power spectral density S(o) S(o). We pick a transfer-function G() satis-
fying IG()I S(o), and we choose the random signal w to have spectral
density S(o) 1.
The condition S(o) 1 defines an idealized random process w(t) known as
white noise. From (2.3) we see that R(r) i(r). In particular, the variance
Ewe(t) is i(0) -t- for all time. Although white noise is convenient for
theoretical discussion, it is not suitable for direct input in digital computation.
If we assume that S(w) may be represented with sufficient accuracy by a
rational function, i.e., a quotient of two polynomials in w, then it is possible to
find a transform which satisfies the condition G(o) S(). As it is shown in
[3], the conditions
(2.6) 0 <_-
insure that the rational function S(o) has a representation
(2.7) S(o) (io) o real.
where P(z) and Q(z) are polyomials in with real coefficients, where the de-
gree of P is less than ghat of Q, and where the eros of Q() lie in the halfplane
Re z < O. Thus we may ehoose
P(io)G( o) Q(io)
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or, equivalently, if D d/dt the differential operator,
P(D)
w(t).(2.8) x(t) Q(D)
The last equation is to be understood in the sense that we first solve the differen-
tial equation
(2.9) Q(D)4(t) w(t),
for the steady-state solution (t), and then obtain the required signal
(2.10) x(t) P(D)4(t)
as a linear combination of derivatives of (t) of order lower than the degree of Q.
Further analysis is required for numerical computation because of the nu-
merically unrealizable white noise w(t) in the differential equation (2.9). We
shall present in 6 a numerical method for solving the stochastic differential
equation (2.9). The intervening sections summarize the necessary techniques
and discuss the more general numerical simulation of nonstationary processes.
3. The Crout factorization. Let P (pi), i, j 1, .-., n, be a positive
definite, real, symmetric matrix. It is shown in [2, Appendix A], or in Gantma-
cher [5], that P has a factorization
(3.1) P- TT*,
where T is lower-triangular, with positive elements on the main diagonal. If
the existence of the factorization (3.1) is given, it is easy to see how to compute
the components t of T in the order
ij 11, 21, nl; 22, 32, n2; nn.
Since t 0 for j > i, (3.1)states that
(3.2)
First we compute
Pit tktk.
1/2(3.3) t pll
The other elements in the first column are
(3.4) til t-pl i 2, n.
If the preceding columns/ < j huve been computed, we compute the diagonal
element
(3.5) t-. p.. t.
If j n, the elements below the diagoml are computed from the formula
(a.a) 5 i j + , ..., .
. emletely eqidistributed sequences. Suppose ha we wish o sulae a
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random sequence x, x2, of independent sanples from the uniform dis-
tribution on the interval 0 -<_ x < 1. Various methods of simulating such a
sequence are discussed or referenced in [6]. For the purposes of this paper it is
recommended that some trmsecndental nunbcr 0 > 1 be chosen, and that the
fractional parts
(4.1) x 0"1, n 1,2,
be computed as accurately as possible. By fractioml part we mean the part
beyond t,hc decimal, e.g., {3.14} .1.4.
We have chosen (in binary notation)
(4.2) 0 11.001001000011111.101101010100010001.
This number represents 0 7r to 35 bits. The powers O’(n 1, 2, 20000)
were computed with no round-off error, i.e., 0 was computed to 35n bits. Since
this was a long computation, which would be expensive to repeat for individual
applications, the numbers x {0}, romdcd to 35 bits, n 1, 20000,
have been stored permanently on magnetic tape. By an abbreviated method of
programming suggested by Mr. Robert Schneider, who wrote our present pro-
gram, we plan later to compute and store 350,000 of these numbers. When
several different sequences, x ,... ,x, (n 0, 1,
single application, we use the interlaced sequences
Xn(2) s)Xn(1) Xns+l Xns-i-2 Xn X,,s+s, n O, 1,
The reasons for preferring this time-consuming method of generating the se-
quence x, are discussed rigorously in [6]. As it is discussed in [6], almost every
sequence of the form (4.1) has the property of complete equidistribution, which
is defined as follows. A sequence x is equidistribuled if, for any interval a N x <
b, where 0 N a < b N 1, the number of xx,.., x lying in the interval,
divided by N, approaches (b a)/1 b a as N , i.e.,
1 lb-a as N(4.3)
<
Although we should expect a truly random se(tuenee to be equidistributed, not
every equidistributed sequence looks like a random sequence. For example, as
it follows from a general result of H. Weyl [7], the numbers {n@/1000} are
equidistributed; but they do nog look random because for more than 99 % of
n (taken sequentially) we have x+ > x, whereas X,+l > x should occur
50 % of the time. Therefore, we require a stronger condition than simple equi-
distribution (4.a).
Let k be ally positive integer. We shall say that a sequence x, is equistributed
by ’s if for every set of lc intervals (a, b), i 1, k, where 0 N a < b
N 1, we have
k1 E 1 II a,) N(4.4) N +< =t(i1,.. .,k)
n=l, .,N
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In other words, considering the sequence of successive groups of / numbers
Xn+l, x,,+2, x,,+k(n 1, 2, to be successive pofits P, in the space of k
dimensions, we require that the points P be equidistributed it the k-dimen-
sional unit hypercube. This requiremet has many consequeccs. For example,
if a sequence is equidistributed by twos (k 2), the it is simply equidistributed
(4.3) and x,,+ > x,, 50 % of the time. A sequence equidistributed by k’s for all
is called completely equidistributed.
Let x, {"}. It is shown in [6] that, for almost all 0 > 1, for every pair of
positive integers tc and r the successive groups of r numbers x,,, x,,+,
x+r_(n 1, 2, are equidistributed in the unit hypercube of r dimensions.
In particular, since we may set k r in the preceding sentence, almost all se-
quences x, {0"} with 0 > 1 re completely equidistributed. It is apparent
that these sequences x have all of the properties commonly attributed to ran-
dora sequences. In particular, for the purpose of spectral synthesis it is essential
to know that completely equidistributed sequences x are white seqte.nces, i.e.,
sequences for which
(4.5) lira 1 ()()= x- x+,-- =0 if r>0.
Given a sequence x, of independent smples from the uniform distribution on
0 x < 1, we cn co,struct a sequence w of independent smples from the
Gussin distribution with mean 0 nd vriancc 1. We use the method of Box
and Muller. The sequence w, w, w, is obtained from the formulas
(4.6) w_ (-2 In x_)’/ cos 2=x, n 1, 2,
w (-2 In x_)/ sin 2x,, n 1, 2, ....
In their paper [9] Box and Muller prove that the independence of the x implies
the independence of the Wn.
Suppose that we wish to simulate a sequence of n-dimensional vectors z(),
z(), z(), which re independent smples from the n-dimensional multi-
vriate Gaussin distribution with positive definite moment matrix M. We cn
do so by means of a one-dimensional sequence w, w, of the type discussed
in the preceding pragmph. We first define vectors
(4.7) w() W(1) W(8)
LW A L w A
These vectors simulate samples from the n-dimensional Gaussian distribution
with the identity moment mtrix I. Let M be factored by the Crout factorization
M TT* discussed in 3. Then we define
(4.8) z( Tw(, i O, 1, 2, ....
These vectors are the required vectors because z Tw comes from the multi-
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variate Gaussian distribution with mean zero and moment matrix
(4.9) [E(z,zo)] E(zz*) E(Tww*T*) TT*= M.
5. Simulation of nonstationary Gaussian random processes. Let x(t) be
random process which is Gaussian with mean zero but which is not necessarily
stationary. For all sampling times t < t < < t the samples x(t,),
1, n, come from the n-dimensional Gaussian distribution. The moment
matrix of this distribution is
(5.1) M [E(x(t,)x(t))] [R(t,, t)],
where R(s, t) is the nonstationary autocorrelation.
We suppose that the function R(s, t) is given. Let a finite collection of times
t < t < < t be given. We suppose that the matrix [R(t,, t)] is sym-
metric and positive definite, i.e., we suppose that
(5.2) R(t, t)h, h E h x(t.) > 0
uules Ml O. The momen mrix (5.1) is now fcored by he Crou
toriztion M TT*. Numbers w, w2, w, re generated simulating inde-
pendent samples from the Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance 1;
the generation of these numbers was discussed in 4. Then the required samples
x(t,) are given by the formula x Tw in an obvious vector notation. Explicitly,
X(tl) tilWl,
5. x( t) tw + t:
x(t) tw + tw + + tw.
Some discussion of the assumption (5.2) is in order. Suppose this assumption
fails. Then for some h, hn not all 0, we have
(5.4) E x. x(t.) O.
Without loss of generality, suppose h 0. Then
wigh X’ -X/X. In oher words, z() is redundang; z(,) should no be
sampled, bug should be calculated as a linear eombinagion X’z(,) of ghe
oher samples. In general, if
(5.6) rank [R(, )] r <
and if columns , of he magrix [R(, )] are independeng, hen ghe
random variables z(0) for , have a posigive definige momeng
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matrix. The variables x(t) for/ 1, r can be calculated as linear com-
binations of the x(t) for 1, ,/r.
6. Simulation of stationary Gaussian random processes. A stationary
process is, of course, a particular type of nonstationary process. Therefore, we
could apply the general method described in the last section to stationary proc-
esses. But a stationary process can be simulated in a more efficient manner,
which does not become increasingly cumbersome as the number of samples to be
computed increases.
In engineering and scientific problems we are usually given, not the autocor-
relation R(r), but the power spectral density S(o), which is a given function of
w with the properties
(6.1) S(w) _-> 0, S() S(-0), S(o)
--
0 as o
--
.
We are also given a positive time increment At, which may or may not be small.
If x(t) is the corresponding stationary Gaussian random process, we wish to
compute indefinitely many samples of x(t) for 0, At, 2At, ....
Assuming that S() may be represented with sufficient accuracy by a rational
function, we now use (2.7) through (2.10). Let (2.9) have the form
(6.2) ()(t) -t-ah(-)(t) +"" + a,4(t) w(t),
-
< < ,
where w(t) is white noise. In order to compute x(t) P(D)6(t), we shall re-
quire samples of the state-vector
(6.3) z(t) (t) O, At, 2At, ....
The vector z satisfies the stochastic differential equation
(6.4) dz(t) Az(t) + f(t) -oo < t<dt
where
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
(6.5) A= f(t)
=| [.o o i 5
--an --an-1 --an-2 a L
First we shall compute z(0). This vector is a Gaussian random vector with
positive definite moment matrix
M E(z(O)z*(O)) E(z(t)z*(t)), for any time t,
(6.6)
--[E(zizj)] [Eb(i-)((i-i)], i,j 1,..., n.
The moment matrix M can be computed without a knowledge of the eigen-
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values of A. A proof of the following two formulas appears in [8, Theorem 2].
The matrix M has components of the form
(6.7) m,i 1)(i-m(i+z., i + j even,
where he numbers m, m, m,_ can be computed by solving the n linear
equations
(6.8) (-1) (--1)qan_q+kmq
"’k]2_q_(nTk)/2 |ll,_ k n- 1,
where we define a0 1.
Example. For n 6, (6.7) and (6.8) become
where m0,
m0 0 -ml 0 m2 0
0 ml 0 --m2 0 m
--m 0 m 0 --m o
o
-m o m o -m,’
m 0 --m 0 m o|
0 ma 0 --m4 0 ma _1
m are found by solving
a -a a, -1 0 0 m0 0
a -aa al 0 0 m 0
-a a -a2 1 0 m2 0
0
--a aa --al 0 m 0
0 a --a a2 --1 m
0 0 a --a a m
When M has been computed, it can be factored by the Crout factorization,
M TT*. The required initial vector z(0) z() can now be computed from
the formula
(6.9) z(0) Tw(),
which is found by setting i 0 in (4.8).
Suppose z(t) has been computed for any _>_ 0. We shall now show how to
compute the succeeding state-vector, z(t -t- At). Let
(6.10) X(t) e= exp At
be the solution of the initial-value problem
dX(t) AX(t),(6.11) dt
x(o) 1.
We shall need to know the value of the matrix exp At for the single value of
t>O,
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time At. If the eigenvalues of A are unknown, the constant matrix exp (A At)
can be computed directly from the initial-value problem (6.11) by any stand-
ard technique such as the Runge-Kutta method.
Since z satisfies the inhomogeneous differential equation (6.4), we have
(6.12) z(t q-- At) eAXtz(t) q-r,
where r r(t) is the Gaussian random vector
At
(6.13) r fo e(X-8)af(t -t- s) ds.
This vector is uncorrelated with the random vector
(6.14) z(t) e(t-)f(r) dr,
since
E(f(t zr- s)f*(-)) C(t -t- s ’)(.-
0fors > 0andr < t,
cohere, by (6.5), C is the positive semidefinite matrix
0 0 0
(6.16) C= i 0. ""’" i
Since r is uncorrelated with z(t), a sample of r may be computed independently
of z(t) in order to compute z(t + At) from (6.4).
To compute a sample of r, we need to know the moment matrix
Mr E(rr*)
At At
(6.17) Jo
Atfo e’a Cesa* ds.
Let the integrand in (6.17) be called J(s). Then
(6.18) d__ J(s) AJ(s)
-t- J(s)A*.ds
Integration of (6.18) for 0 < s < At gives
(6.19) ea/’tC[eAXt]* C AMr -q- MrA*.
The eigenvalues of A are the zeros of the polynomial
(6.20) Q(.) .n _. ai’n-
__
a’- -t-
-
a.
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By the choice of Q() in the representation (2.7), the zeros of Q() lie in the half-
plane Re .< 0. Therefore, the Liapunov equation (6.19) has a unique solution
Mr for.a proof of the existence and uniqueness of the solution Mr see [5] or [8].
Note that the matrix Mr depends on At but not on t. Written out, (6.19)
becomes n linear inhomogeneous equations for the n unknown components of
Mr. If we define
(6.21) exp A At [e,j], Mr [,], i, j 1, n,
(6.19) becomes
Ie:ne, if/ <norj < n.(6.22) (aiktk
-+- atik)
--
(e 1 if i n andj n.
Since the moment matrix .M is symmetric, the number of equations can be re-
duced to n(n + 1). Let the right-hand side of (6.22) be called b. Since
i and b b, we may rewrite (6.22) in the form
(6.23) (ai + a) b,, i,j 1,..., n.
kl
This equation is unchanged if i and j are interchanged. Therefore, it is sufficient
to use (6.23) for i j. We then obtain n(n + 1) equations in the same
number of unknowns"
(6.24) >i >
ljin.
Hving computed the mtrix M from (6.24), we fctor it by the Crout fc-
toriztion M T%*. We re now redy to compute a smple for r. Let + At
At. Let w( be one of the vectors defined in (4.7). We then compute
(6.25) r Tw( z(t + At) etz(t) + r.
This process may be repeted indefinitely for 0, At, 2At, .... We recall that
the initial vector z(0) was computed in (6.9).
In the representation (2.7) let the polynomial P hve the form
(6.26) P() b0 + b,-’ + +b, b0 0, m < n.
The required sclr function x(t), with power spectral density S(), is com-
puted as the linear combination
(6.27) x(t) boz+,(t) + b,z(t) + + bz,(t), 0, At, 2At,
where z,(t), Zn(t) re the components of the vector z(t); (6.27) is equiva-
lent to the relation x(t) P(D)(t) pplied to the definition (6.3) of z(t).
7. A neHcal example. Let the spectral density
9 + 1(7.) S() ( 5) + 4
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be prescribed. Let x(t) be the corresponding Gaussian process. We wish to
compute samples of x(t) for 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
We know that for real o, S() has a factorization
b0(i) -t- bl ]2,(7.2) S() (i) -F a(io) + a.
where the a’s and b’s are real, and where the zeros of
-F a -t- a2 lie in the
halfplane Re < 0. Factorization of the numerator and of the denominator in
(7.1) yields
(7.3) b0 3, b 1; a 2, a 5.
We are thus led to the differential equation
(7.4) -F 2 + 5 w(t).
We require samples of the vector
z
for k(0.1). We shall then compute the samples x(t) as linear combinations:
(7.6) x(t) 3(t) + (t), k(0 1).
First let us compute the moment matrix
(7.7) M E[z(O)z*(O)].
According to 6 we have
where
a2 1
Therefore, since 2 and 5,
ml
0](7.8) M 1/4
The Crout factorization of M is M TT*, where
(7.9) T= [-%/-g 010 1/2
Then the initial vector z(0) is computed as
(7.10) z(0)= Tw()= F/w
L J
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where wl, w2, simulate independent samples from the Gaussian distribu-
tion with mean 0 and variance 1, as discussed in 4.
We now require the basic solution exp (At) for At 0.1. We have
(7.11) eat= Il(t)l(t) 2(t)l=X(t)’h.(t)
where
/],. + 2,/, + 54, O,
1(0) 1, dl(O) 0; 2(0) 0, b2(0) 1.
In fact, these equations are equivalent to the initial-value problem
(7.12) AX 1 l" X, X(O) I.
--2
The solution of (7.11) is
At(7.13) e
cos 2t
cos 2t
-4- 2 sin 2t)
For 0.1 computation gives
l_t ]e sin 2t1 --te (2 cos 2t sin 2t)
(7.14) eTM I 0"886804 0"0898821 [e].1.24633 .79692
Then
[ei2ej2] C [ei2 e’2]
.07163 --.3649
(7.15)
Let
(7.16) M--E
be the moment matrix defined by (6.17). Then (6.19) becomes
[.00808 .07163] E 0 11 [ bcI E(7.17) .07163 --.3649 -5 --2
This system yields three equations in three unknowns"
2b .00808,
(7.18) --5a 2b -4-c .0716,
10b 4c -.3649.
The solution of these equations is
(7.19) a .0003, b .0041, c .0811.
j 1,2,
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We then find the Crout factorization
(7.20) M_r Tr T* t2i
where
(7.21) tll .017, t21 .24, t22 .16.
(Of course, automatic digital computation would conserve more accuracy).
Formula (6.25) now yields
(7.22) z(tk+l) eAtz(tk) + Tw(+1) /c 0, 1,...
or, by (7.14) and (7.21),
(7.23) z(t+): [ .89 .09] z(&)+ r.017 o] rw+]
--1.25 S0 k .24 .16 Lw+4j
where z(O) z(to) is given by (7.10). It should be emphasized that, apart
from round-off error, (7.23) is exact; there is no truncation error. Finally, we
have the required samples
(7.24) x(&) z(t) + 2z(t), k 0, 1, ....
Except for the generation of the basic, independent, artificial Gaussian num-
bets w, the whole process is so simple that it could be carried out on a desk-
calculator. The temptation would be to do so, where one would obtain the num-
bers w from any available table of random numbers. This course would be
risky because the validity of the calculations depends upon the assumption
that the w form a white sequence. If table of w is used, the table should be
constructed according to the principles discussed in [6].
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